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Preparation 

It is important to clean and prepare your work area before you begin the job. Because you will be 

working on the brake calipers you will need to remove the wheels from the vehicle which will require 

you to jack the vehicle up which must be done on a flat and level surface. DO NOT ATTEMPT INSTAL 

LATION ON A GRADE OR INCLINE.  

Recommended Tools & Supplies 

You will need the following tools and supplies to complete your installation of ABS Caliper Covers quickly 

and without difficulty:  

• Sand-paper or a wire brush 

• High-heat silicone glue 

• A marker or grease pencil 

• Razor blade or, Dremel tool bench grinder 

Installation Instructions 

Step 1: Remove Wheel and Rims 

Step 2: Clean Caliper and Brakes 

Step 3: Test for fitment 

After having removed the wheel and rim position the ABS caliper cover in the desired location. Using 

masking tape, affix the cover to the caliper and re-attach the rim. If it spins freely you may continue to 

Step 5. If it does not you may need to modify the cover as detailed in Step 4. 

Step 4: Trim ABS Caliper Cover for Fitment (Optional Step) 

If the caliper cover is too large, makes contact with any of the moving parts of the caliper, brake or rim 

you will need to trim it to fit.  

In order to determine what needs to be trimmed proceed to mark the caliper with a marker or grease 

pencil.  

Using a bench-grinder or hand-grinder you can easily trim of the excess plastic.  You may also use a razor 

blade to score it and then break off the pieces of the cover.  

Test for fitment after modifying and repeat until the cover fits as desired. 
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Step 5: Abrade Surface of Caliper and Cover 

Because we will be using silicone-based adhesives to apply the covers we need to ensure that the 

installation surfaces are well prepared. Using a wire wheel or coarse grain sandpaper abrade the areas 

where the cover and the caliper meet.  

Step 6: Apply High Heat Silicone Glue to Caliper and Cover 

Be sure that you DO NOT apply the caliper cover to the moving part of the caliper as this will cause it to 

pop off during braking. 

Step 7: Tape Caliper Cover in Place and Allow to Cure for 24 Hours 

Apply the glue liberally to the installation points that have been pre-sanded. Use masking tape to hold in 

position for at least 24 hours (curing times vary by product so be sure to follow directions). 

 

 

 

 

 


